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Dive into the intricacies of leadership with our workshop,
"State Leadership: Building Your State Officer Campaign

Toolkit." Tailored for Arizona's emerging leaders, this
session offers a hands-on exploration of essential skills

and strategies vital for a successful tenure as a state
officer. From effective time management and team

collaboration to harnessing the power of social media,
discover the practical tools that will set you apart. Engage
in interactive activities, gain insights from seasoned state

officers, and leave with a personalized toolkit to guide
you through your campaign and potential term. Equip

yourself with the knowledge and skills needed to navigate
the challenges of leadership, making a lasting impact on
your district conferences and beyond. Your journey to

leadership excellence begins here!

Unlock the secrets to hosting engaging and purposeful
chapter meetings with our workshop on Effective

Meeting Management. Learn essential strategies for
organizing and conducting meetings that not only

capture attention but also maximize engagement and
decision-making. From setting clear agendas to

facilitating productive discussions, discover the tools to
transform routine gatherings into dynamic sessions that
drive chapter success. Whether you're a chapter leader
or a member, this workshop equips you with the skills to

make every meeting count, fostering a collaborative
environment and ensuring that ideas translate into

actionable outcomes. Elevate your chapter's meeting
experience and propel your collective goals forward.

Participate in teams of 1-3 people
and complete the tasks in the

District Goosechase. 1st through
3rd place teams will be awarded in

the closing award session.

Participate in teams of 1-3
people to create the best

design of the scenario given
within 2 hours . 1st through

3rd place teams will be
awarded in the closing award

session.

Lunch is 
located 

at
The Buffet

 from
 11:00 am -

1:30 pm 


